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Abstract. Effective conservation planning requires understanding and ranking threats to wildlife popu-

lations. We developed a Bayesian network model to evaluate the relative influence of environmental and
anthropogenic stressors, and their mitigation, on the persistence of polar bears (Ursus maritimus). Overall
sea ice conditions, affected by rising global temperatures, were the most influential determinant of population outcomes. Accordingly, unabated rise in atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations was
the dominant influence leading to worsened population outcomes, with polar bears in three of four ecoregions reaching a dominant probability of decreased or greatly decreased by the latter part of this century.
Stabilization of atmospheric GHG concentrations by mid-century delayed the greatly reduced state by
≈25 yr in two ecoregions. Prompt and aggressive mitigation of emissions reduced the probability of any
regional population becoming greatly reduced by up to 25%. Marine prey availability, linked closely to
sea ice trend, had slightly less influence on outcome state than sea ice availability itself. Reduced mortality
from hunting and defense of life and property interactions resulted in modest declines in the probability
of a decreased or greatly decreased population outcome. Minimizing other stressors such as trans-Arctic
shipping, oil and gas exploration, and contaminants had a negligible effect on polar bear outcomes, although the model was not well-informed with respect to the potential influence of these stressors. Adverse
consequences of loss of sea ice habitat became more pronounced as the summer ice-free period lengthened
beyond four months, which could occur in most of the Arctic basin after mid-century if GHG emissions are
not promptly reduced. Long-term conservation of polar bears would be best supported by holding global
mean temperature to ≤ 2°C above preindustrial levels. Until further sea ice loss is stopped, management of
other stressors may serve to slow the transition of populations to progressively worsened outcomes, and
improve the prospects for their long-term persistence.
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Introduction

 olar bears (Ursus maritimus) (Kovacs et al. 2011),
p
for millenia (Polyak et al. 2010). Over the last two
decades, increased air temperature (Lindsay and
Zhang 2005) and advection processes that have

The Arctic ice cap has provided critical habitat for ice-adapted marine mammals, including
v www.esajournals.org
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moved warm Pacific water into the Arctic Ocean
(Shimada et al. 2006) and transported older and
thicker sea ice out through Fram Strait (Serreze
et al. 2007) have driven a rapid decline in sea ice
volume and summer extent (Arrigo et al. 2008,
Wang and Overland 2009, Kovacs et al. 2011,
Stroeve et al. 2014). These changes have negatively impacted some populations of ice-adapted
species such as polar bears (e.g., Stirling and Derocher 1993, 2012, Amstrup et al. 2008, Derocher
et al. 2013). In 2008, the polar bear was listed as
globally threatened under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act (ESA) based on projections suggesting that continued reductions in sea ice habitat,
along with other stressors from changing environmental conditions and anthropogenic activities, presented a cumulative threat to the species’
long-term persistence (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2008).
Polar bears preferentially forage in first-year
sea ice that occurs over biologically productive
continental shelf (shallow) waters (Durner et al.
2009). Declines in the extent and temporal availability of ice over such areas reduces their access
to ringed (Pusa hispida) and bearded (Erignathus
barbatus) seals, their preferred prey (Thiemann
et al. 2008), and represents a loss of preferred
habitat. Throughout the Arctic, the annual period of reduced ice availability (i.e., the open-water
season) has lengthened 13 d/decade since 1979,
with a modest trend toward an earlier mean date
of break-up and a pronounced trend toward later freeze-up (Stroeve et al. 2014). In some polar
bear populations, the longer open-water season
has been linked to declines in body condition
(Stirling et al. 1999, Obbard et al. 2006, Rode et al.
2010), reproductive indices (Stirling and Parkinson 2006), and survival (Regehr et al. 2007, 2010).
Moreover, energy budget models suggest a 30-d
increase in the length of the open-water season
could lead to a significant rise in reproductive
failure and starvation for populations already experiencing protracted open-water periods (Molnár et al. 2010, 2014, Robbins et al. 2013).
While reduced sea ice availability has been
linked to declining vital rates of some polar
bear populations, geographic variation in sea
ice persistence and ecosystem productivity has
modulated the global population response. For
example, an increase in the Davis Strait polar
bear population has been attributed to greater
v www.esajournals.org

availability of secondary prey (i.e., harp seals;
Pagophilus groenlandicus) concurrent with the
lengthening open-water season (Peacock et al.
2013). Likewise, in the biologically productive
Chukchi Sea, polar bear body condition and reproduction have remained relatively unchanged
despite a substantial reduction in the extent of
sea ice (Rode et al. 2014). The Northern Beaufort Sea polar bear population was considered
stable through 2006 despite a trend of declining
sea ice, probably due to the tendency of some sea
ice to persist during summer over the continental shelf (Stirling et al. 2011). Collectively, these
studies indicate that geographic variation in sea
ice dynamics and ecosystem productivity are important determinants of polar bear population
dynamics, as Bromaghin et al. (2015) concluded.
Historically, polar bears throughout their
range spent most of their annual life cycle on the
sea ice. With the lengthening open-water season, however, more bears will spend a greater
amount of time on shore where they are likely to be exposed to increasing levels of human
activities such as extraction of oil and gas, and
trans-Arctic shipping (Amstrup et al. 2006,
Gautier et al. 2009, Smith and Stephenson 2013,
Stephenson et al. 2013) and tourism, as well as
industrial chemicals and effluents (Amstrup
et al. 1989, Derocher and Stirling 1991, Smit et al.
2008) and human–bear conflict, all of which raise
the potential for lethal outcomes for bears. Similarly, the extensive sea ice cover of the past may
have functioned as a physical barrier to disease
agents by limiting contact between polar bears
and vectors. Exposure to disease and parasites is
not thought to represent a current threat to polar
bears (Vongraven et al. 2012). However, climate
change is expected to alter host–pathogen associations, transmission dynamics, and pathogen
resistance (Burek et al. 2008) and increase interactions among marine mammal species (Kovacs
et al. 2011). All are cause for concern given the
relatively naïve immune system of polar bears
(Weber et al. 2013).
Emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) at current
or increased rates will cause further warming,
additional sea ice declines, and other changes
to the Arctic marine ecosystem (IPCC 2014), and
likely result in substantial declines in polar bear
abundance (Amstrup et al. 2008, 2010). Future
temperatures, and thus Arctic sea ice extent, will
2
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depend on both past and future GHG emissions
(Allen and Stocker 2013). The Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP; IPCC 2014) describe future GHG emission scenarios reflecting
different patterns of energy use and climate policy (van Vuuren et al. 2011). RCP 2.6 represents
a stringent mitigation scenario where global
warming does not increase by more than 2°C
above preindustrial levels and emissions peak
around the year 2020 and decline significantly
thereafter. RCP 4.5 is considered a stabilization
scenario where emissions significantly decrease
after 2040 and radiative forcing plateaus by mid-
century and remains stable through the end of
the century. RCP 8.5 represents an unabated rise

of GHG over the 21st century, resulting in 4–5°C
projected rise in average global temperature. Our
goal here was to determine the extent to which
these emission pathways, and their interactions
with other potential stressors, are likely to affect
future polar bear populations. To understand
how threats to the long-term persistence of polar bears may best be mitigated, we constructed a
Bayesian network (BN) model that allowed us to
(1) characterize the effect of different GHG emission scenarios on the relative influence of various
stressors, and (2) identify the source and implications of uncertainties in forecasting the response
of polar bears to those stressors and their potential mitigations.

Fig. 1. The four polar bear ecoregions defined by Amstrup et al. (2008), including a 300-m bathymetry contour
denoting the continental shelf, and a depiction of seasonal patterns of ice motion and distribution. Polar bear
populations comprising the Polar Basin Divergent Ice Ecoregion (PBDE) includes Southern Beaufort Sea (SBS),
Chukchi Sea (CS), Laptev Sea (LVS), Kara Sea (KS), and the Barents Sea (BS). The Polar Basin Convergent Ice
Ecoregion (PBCE) includes East Greenland (EG), Queen Elizabeth (QE), and Northern Beaufort Sea (NBS)
populations. The Seasonal Ice Ecoregion (SIE) is comprised of southern Hudson Bay (SHB), western Hudson Bay
(WHB), Foxe Basin (FB), Davis Strait (DS), and Baffin Bay (BB) populations. The Archipelago Ecoregion (AE)
includes populations from the Gulf of Boothia (GB), M’Clintock Channel (MC), Lancaster Sound (LS), Viscount-
Melville Sound (VM), Norwegian Bay (NW), and Kane Basin (KB) populations (figure source: Amstrup et al. 2008).
v www.esajournals.org
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spreadsheet, sequentially among all team
members, until concensus was reached for all
probability values. We also evaluated behavior
of an initial draft model using sensitivity analyses on model subsets and whole-model response, and adjusted targeted nodes to reconcile
unrealistic model behavior based on our research
experience or as matched in hindcasting model
results to known conditions in prior time periods (Jay et al. 2011; also see Appendix S1).
Bayesian network models consist of input, intermediate, and output nodes. Input nodes are not
informed by other nodes, and their states are parameterized by probabilities pertinent to specific
scenarios of time period, climate conditions, climate
change model set, and ecoregion. Input nodes are
initially parameterized with uniform probability
distributions (Fig. 2) but are updated for each specific scenario; however, if information is lacking for
an input node for any scenario, its uniform distribution is retained to represent complete uncertainty for that scenario run. Intermediate and output
nodes are conditioned on the preceding nodes they
are linked to, which can be both input and other
intermediate nodes (Jay et al. 2011). Node states
are parameterized by conditional probabilities. In
our model, input and intermediate nodes were
organized into submodels, consisting of various
stressors (e.g., sea ice conditions, seal prey conditions, shipping, hunting, resource extraction) and
polar bear demographic processes. We used data
available from the literature to assign conditional
probabilities at each intermediate and summary node to reflect the range of possible outcomes
from each combination of input stressors. Where
data were lacking, we used expert knowledge to
determine the range of likely outcomes as well as
the degree of certainty. We incorporated uncertainty by prescribing a broader distribution of probabilities across possible outcomes. Where outcomes
had greater certainty as a result of existing data
and well-understood relationships, the prescribed
probabilities were distributed across outcomes
more narrowly. The final output node represented
the cumulative effect of all input and intermediate
nodes, expressed as relative influence on polar bear
population trend.
We structured the model with 10 interlinked submodels comprised by a total of 49 nodes (Fig. 2).
General descriptions of the submodels are presented below, and with greater detail in Appendix S1.

Methods
Study area

Following Amstrup et al. (2008), we grouped
the 19 polar bear subpopulations (Aars et al.
2006) into four ecoregions based on polar bear
life history and observed and forecasted patterns
of sea ice dynamics (Fig. 1). Two of the
ecoregions—the Polar Basin Convergent Ice
(Convergent; three subpopulations) and Archi
pelago (six subpopulations)—are characte
rized by persistent multiyear sea ice that has
allowed polar bears to remain on the ice yearround (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2000). The Polar
Basin Divergent Ice Ecoregion (Divergent; five
subpopulations) historically has been characterized by annual sea ice that retreats from the
coast during summer (Durner et al. 2009), advects
toward the central polar basin, and aggregates
in the Convergent. Bears in the Divergent historically spent ≤ 7% of their time on land
(Amstrup et al. 2000, Amstrup 2003), but with
recent prolonged sea ice retreats more bears
now come ashore for longer periods during
summer (Ovsyanikov and Menyushina 2007,
Schliebe et al. 2008). The Seasonal Ice Ecoregion
(Seasonal; five subpopulations) is characterized
by annual sea ice that melts entirely each summer (Derocher and Stirling 1990), during which
time bears come ashore and experience food
deprivation while waiting for sea ice to reform
in the fall (Stirling and Archibald 1977).

Model structure and parameterization

Our model represents the second generation
of the polar bear BN model originally created
to project the probability of persistence of the
circumpolar population through the 21st century
(Amstrup et al. 2008). We convened a team of
subject matter experts to identify the relative
influence of individual stressors on population
outcomes. We reviewed and restructured the
first generation BN model based on information
that had become available since its creation
(i.e., since 2007). Following established BN modeling guidelines (Marcot et al. 2006), we parameterized the new model with conditional
probabilities informed by published literature,
empirical and projected data, expert knowledge,
and peer reviews. We reviewed and edited
each node’s conditional probability table in a
v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 2. The second-generation polar bear Bayesian network model used to evaluate the relative influence of
biotic and abiotic stressors on future polar bear population outcomes. Yellow nodes represent input stressors
associated with anthropogenic activities and natural disturbances. Blue nodes represent intermediate (calculated)
variables. Orange nodes represent major summary variables. The green node is the output (ultimate response)
variable. Tan nodes represent the conditions (time, GCM, ecoregion) for model scenario projections. Black bars
in all nodes represent probabilities of associated states. Shown here is the general model structure not
parameterized for any specific scenario, thus with input stressors and scenario conditions defaulted to uniform
probabilities.

for each of the 13 GCMs from the CMIP5
“historical” forcing experiment. The hindcasts were added to each RCP time series
to extend their temporal domain into the
latter part of the 20th century. We acquired
a single realization (run-1) for each GCM
and forcing combination. All GCM sea ice
outputs were transformed and resampled
(nearest neighbor) to a 25 km resolution
polar stereographic grid that was congruent
to the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC, Boulder, Colorado, USA)
grid of sea ice observations (http://nsidc.org/
data/polar_stereo/). We excluded five models
for analyses in the Archipelago (Appendix
S1: Table S1) because their spatial resolutions
did not adequately resolve the region’s channels and fjords. Previously, we found little
difference in the multimodel variance when
sea ice metrics were entered into the BN
as a frequency distribution or ensemble average. To allow the BN to assimilate the

(1) A
 nalysis scenario submodel: The analysis
scenarios represent all unique combinations
of ecoregion, decadal time period, GHG
forcing scenario (RCP), and ensemble of
general circulation model (GCMs) sea ice
projections.
(2) Sea ice submodel: Historical (1996–2005) and
projected (2006–2100) model outputs were
used to parameterize the sea ice input nodes.
Historical data consisted of satellite observations of monthly sea ice concentration,
obtained from the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) archives for 1985–2012
(Cavalieri et al. 1996). We acquired monthly
sea ice concentration outputs by 13 GCMs
(Appendix S1: Table S1), 2006–2100, from
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) when forced with three
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenarios:
RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (van Vuuren
et al. 2011). We also obtained hindcasts of
monthly sea ice concentration, 1996–2005,
v www.esajournals.org
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full spread of uncertainty among different
GCM, we chose to report the BN results
where the variance among the GCM for
each ice metric was represented as a frequency distribution that was proportionally
allocated across the prior probabilities of
each sea ice input node (Atwood et al. 2015a).
We also found little difference among three
subsets of the GCMs, and we chose to report
BN results based on the full ensemble of
all 13 models (Appendix S1: Table S1).
Three quantitative sea ice habitat metrics
(i.e., nodes) were calculated in a manner
analogous to Amstrup et al. (2008) for each
year and ecoregion in both the modeled
and observed time series of monthly sea
ice concentration. We calculated an annual
metric of total ice habitat, represented by
the input node “Foraging Sea Ice Area,” by
calculating the 12-month sum of monthly
optimal habitat area as defined by Durner
et al. (2009). The input node “Foraging Sea
Ice < 50% Absence” quantified information
about duration of the summer melt period
from the preferred continental shelf foraging
areas (Durner et al. 2009), calculated as the
number of reduced ice months per year over
shelf waters. The input node “Sea Ice Shelf
Distance Change” represented the potential
importance of how far the ice retreats away
from the preferred continental shelf foraging
areas each year. We calculated the shelf-to-
ice distance metric during the month of
minimum (but non-zero) ice extent as the
mean distance from every shelf pixel in the
respective ecoregion to the nearest pack ice
pixel. The pack ice was defined as the largest
contiguous region of ice with > 50% concentration. “Foraging Sea Ice < 50% Absence”
and “Sea Ice Shelf Distance Change” were
not calculated for Seasonal and Archipelago
because we considered all sea ice in those
ecoregions to be over shelf waters.
The node “Foraging Sea Ice Quality” expressed a subjective assessment of the quality
of sea ice for foraging by polar bears. Recent
observations of sea ice characteristics in several Arctic seas and regions (e.g., southern
Beaufort and Chukchi seas [Mahoney et al.
2012], Hudson Bay [Gagnon and Gough 2005])
suggest that changes in sea ice phenology
v www.esajournals.org

have resulted in thinner ice that more easily
deforms and more frequently rafts over itself.
We incorporated the potential for these
changes to reduce the quality of sea ice as
a foraging substrate in the Divergent and
Seasonal, as extensive ice deformation can
limit access to prey (Stirling et al. 2008).
Conversely, we incorporated the potential for
thinning of thick, multiyear ice in the
Archipelago and portions of the Convergent
to increase foraging opportunities in the early- and mid-century periods, and reduced
foraging opportunities in the late century
periods. In both of these cases, due to uncertainty about how sea ice characteristics
might affect foraging habitat quality, we allowed for a range of negative, negligible, and
positive impacts that varied with sea ice
conditions and ecoregion. We used the inter
mediate node “Foraging Sea Ice Distribution”
to express how the spatiotemporal retreat of
sea ice may affect availability of continental
shelf habitats. Similarly, we used the intermediate node “Overall Sea Ice Conditions”
to characterize the combination of the quantitative and qualitative ways the sea ice
changes may affect use of continental shelf
habitats by polar bears.
(3) Marine prey and conditions submodel: We
used the “Ringed Seal Abundance” and
“Bearded Seal Abundance” input nodes to
express the probability that changes in abundance of primary prey are likely to occur
as sea ice cover declines and its character
changes. We incorporated evidence that
earlier spring break-up of sea ice in western
Hudson Bay has been related to declining
pup survival (Ferguson et al. 2005). We
used the “Secondary & New Prey Abun”
input node to express changes in the abundance of alternative marine mammal prey,
and to allow northward range expansion
(into Arctic waters) by novel prey species
as sea ice extent declines and ice phenology
and characteristics change over time (e.g.,
Lowry and Boveng 2009, Kovacs et al. 2012).
We used the “Primary Prey Abundance”
intermediate node to summarize changes
in ringed and bearded seal abundance over
time, and then linked to the “Marine Prey
Base Quality” intermediate node, which
6
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expressed cumulative changes in primary
and secondary prey abundance likely to
occur over time. As with the prey abundance nodes, “Marine Prey Base Quality”
was based largely on expert judgment because there was little information available
to suggest how the prey base quality is
likely to change in the future.
(4) T
 errestrial food/prey and conditions submodel: We constructed three input nodes
to describe the use of terrestrial habitat and
food resources. “Human Provisioned Food
Abundance” was used to express the availability of human-harvested marine mammals and other foods to polar bears in
terrestrial habitats. The “Terr. & and Marine
Prey/Food Access” node expressed the availability of terrestrial prey and other food
resources that may be available in a terrestrial environment, including beach-cast
marine mammals (e.g., Derocher et al. 1993,
Smith et al. 2010). We used the intermediate
node “Overall Terrestrial Prey/Food” to
characterize the availability of food resources
relative to requirements of bears during
their stay on shore, while noting that the
availability of human-provisioned food was
mostly relevant to portions of the Divergent
and Seasonal. We used the intermediate
node “Bears on Shore” to express the length
of time each year that bears may spend
on shore using terrestrial habitat as influenced by changes in overall sea ice conditions, terrestrial prey, and ecoregion. We
used the input node “Terrestrial Refugia
Quality” to characterize stability in habitat
structure and extent of human and natural
disturbance over time. The node intermediate “Overall Terrestrial Conditions” was
used to depict changes in onshore habitat
suitability as a function of habitat quality
and the length of time bears spend on shore.
(5) Overall habitat suitability submodel: This
single-node submodel summarizes overall
marine conditions (“Overall Marine Condi
tions”) and overall terrestrial conditions
(“Overall Terrestrial Conditions”; described
above) as the intermediate node “Overall
Habitat Suitability”.
(6) Event-driven mortality submodel: We depicted mortality as a function of specific
v www.esajournals.org

known and hypothesized lethal stressors
including hunting (input node “Hunting
Mortality [legal]”) and take resulting from
human–bear conflict (input node “HumanBear DL Lethal Interactions”). The hunting
input node had three states and we considered same as recent and reduced to represent hunting at or below sustainable levels;
increased represented hunting above a level
we considered sustainable. Additional input
nodes used to depict mortality risks included
oil spills due to small and large exploration
and extraction operations, and a catch-all
node encompassing multiple risks such as
those resulting from management and research activities and catastrophic storm
events. We assumed future conditions might
be related to sea ice extent and duration of
the ice-reduced period, and also considered
the potential for these stressors to have no
effect on future conditions. The intermediate
node “Event-Driven Mortality” then summarized these various risks and informed
adult and subadult survival nodes.
(7) Anthropogenic stressors submodel: We included several input nodes that allowed for
potential effects of sub-lethal stressors and
pollutants associated with different forms of
anthropogenic activities. Sub-lethal stressors,
such as the input nodes “Human-Bear SubLethal Interactions,” “Oil, Gas, & Mining
Activity,” “Shipping,” and “Tourism” were
summarized in the intermediate node “Sublethal Human Disturbance” to reflect the
potential displacement from foraging and
refugia habitat. We used the input nodes
“Hydrocarbon/Oil Spill” and “Contaminants”
to characterize potential patterns of sub-lethal
exposure to specific local (e.g., associated
with drilling operations and shipping) and
transported (e.g., organic compounds) pollutants. We used the “Pollution (sub-lethal)”
intermediate node to summarize the effects
of exposure to hydrocarbons and contaminants. The “Anthropogenic Stressors (sub-
lethal)” intermediate node summarized the
potential cumulative effects of “Human-Bear
Sub-Lethal Interactions” and “Pollution
(sub-lethal),” and was linked to the intermedi
ate node “Adult Female Body Condition”
given the potential for cumulative stress to
7
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adversely affect fitness (Love et al. 2013,
Sheriff and Love 2013).
(8) O
 ther biotic stressors submodel: We summarized the probabilities of potential effects
of disease and parasites and intraspecific
predation (input nodes “Parasites & Disease”
and “Predation”) with an intermediate node
(“Other Biotic Stressors”) which was linked
to subadult survival. We also linked parasites and disease to an intermediate node
characterizing adult female body condition,
based on the documented relationship between the two for other species (e.g., Møller
et al. 2003, Irvine et al. 2006).
(9) Demographic submodel: This submodel represents the cumulative influence of stressors
on polar bear vital rates. The “Adult Survival”
intermediate node represented the sum of
effects on survival as influenced by “Overall
Habitat Suitability,” “Parasites and Disease,”
and “Event-Driven Mortality.” Based on the
link between sea ice habitat, body condition,
and survival (Regehr et al. 2007, 2010, Rode
et al. 2010), we assumed that declines in
habitat suitability would adversely affect
condition and survival. Likewise, we acknowledged the supposition that sublethal
stressors (e.g., parasites and disease, pollution,
human disturbance) are likely to increase as
the Arctic continues to warm (Moore and
Huntington 2008), and adversely affect female
body condition. Because there is no information to establish a direct relationship between sublethal effects and disease to polar
bear body condition, we relied on literature
from other species (e.g., Pioz et al. 2008,
Sheriff et al. 2013) to inform the conditional
probability table for the intermediate node
“Adult Female Body Condition” and we
distributed table probabilities to reflect our
uncertainty. The “Recruitment” intermediate
node reflected the effect of stressors on numbers of cubs produced and weaned, and on
the ability of females to reach traditional
denning areas (i.e., “terrestrial maternal den
access” node; e.g., Derocher et al. 2011).
(10) Polar bear persistence submodel: The output
node “Relative Influence on Population
Trend” represented the projected population outcome given the hypothesized strength
of individual and cumulative threats
v www.esajournals.org

potentially affecting polar bears. The node
was informed by “Adult Survival,” “Subadult
Survival,” and “Recruitment,” and in creating
the conditional probability table, we attributed
the greatest weight to “Adult Survival” because it is the most important stressor affecting population trend and also the least
sensitive to change (Wielgus et al. 2008).
The output node had four response states:
• i ncreased: polar bears occur in numbers
that are increased compared to the recent
period (i.e., 2007–2012), and their distribution is at least the same, although
stressors may cause local variation in
abundance and distribution;
• same as recent: polar bears occur in numbers and distribution similar to the recent
period. While stressors may cause local
variation in abundance and distribution,
they are not expected to induce an increasing or decreasing trend at the ecoregional scale.
• decreased: polar bears occur in numbers
and distributions decreased compared to
the recent period, with ecoregional-scale
populations susceptible to stressors that
may cause further declines in abundance
and/or occupancy; and
• greatly decreased: polar bears occur in
numbers and distributions substantially
decreased compared to the recent period,
with ecoregional-scale populations highly
vulnerable to stressors that may lead to
further reductions in abundance and to
polar bears being restricted to a fraction
of their historic range.

Analyses

We conducted separate model runs for combinations of the four ecoregions detailed above
and six time periods, including four future periods extending to the end of the 21st century.
A 1985–1995 period represented historic relationships and a 2007–2012 period represented recent
conditions (i.e., immediately prior and subsequent
to polar bears being listed under the ESA). Four
future periods (2020–2030, 2045–2055, 2070–2080,
2090–2100) represented projected conditions
through the end of the century. We used spans
of decadal time periods, rather than single years

8
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the final outcome node “relative influence on population trend” to all input (parentless)
model nodes, and the Ecoregion treatment node. Sensitivity is measured as entropy reduction (also called mutual
information), which denotes the degree to which polar bear outcome probabilities are sensitive to a given model
input node.

and interpretations described in Marcot et al.
(2006), Amstrup et al. (2008), Jay et al. (2011), and
Marcot (2012). Sensitivity analyses were used to
provide information on the inherent underlying
conditional probability structure of the model
(Morgan and Henrion 1990, Darwiche 2009). We
used influence runs (Morgan and Henrion 1990)
to determine the relative importance of stressors
and to examine the effect that mitigation may
have on relative population trend. The latter
was useful for ascertaining the potential benefits
(or detriments) of mitigation of those stressors
that are most easily controlled by management,
including much of event-driven mortality and
anthropogenic stressors. For influence runs, we

or individual-year time series, to pool across
inherent natural variability in the environmental
inputs to the model (Jay et al. 2011). For each
of the future time period model runs, we evaluated three scenarios of GHG emission pathways
(RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5). By taking an
ecoregion- and time period-specific approach, we
were able to represent geographic and temporal
variation in RCP and stressor effects, potential
mitigation influences, and uncertainties. A detailed description of model nodes, including
definitions of node states and key assumptions,
is presented in Atwood et al. (2015a).
We conducted sensitivity and influence analyses with the modeling shell Netica using methods
v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 4. Probabilities of polar bear population outcome states from the updated Bayesian network model.
Results are from normative model runs for four ecoregions at six decadal time periods (historic and future).
Historic sea ice conditions were based on observed data. Future sea ice conditions were from an ensemble of 13
GCM forced with each of three (RCP 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5) GHG emission scenarios.

assigned select input nodes to best- and worst-
case scenarios (e.g., setting nodes to best and
worst states) and compared outcomes between
the two cases. We also conducted influence runs
on the event-driven mortality and anthropogenic
stressor submodels, both individually and collectively. We then qualitatively compared the
outcomes of influence runs to the normative
model outcomes (i.e., outcomes based on our
best estimates of values of input variables; e.g.,
Jay et al. 2011) to determine the relative influence
that managing the strength of select stressors
may have on model outcomes. Because normative outcomes are expected results given our current understanding of the effects of managed and
unmanaged stressors on polar bear populations,
v www.esajournals.org
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they provided a standard expectation to which
controlled influence runs could be compared.

Results
Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis of all input nodes indicated
that the outcome node (i.e., “Relative Influence
on Population Trend”) was most sensitive to
the input nodes pertaining to sea ice, marine
prey (ringed seal abundance), and differences
among ecoregions, with sea ice and marine prey
being directly or indirectly tied to climate change
(Fig. 3). Sensitivity to “Foraging Sea Ice Area”
and “Foraging Sea Ice < 50% Absence” was
likely due to the importance of the continental
June 2016 v Volume 7(6) v Article e01370
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Fig. 5. Influence of “Overall Sea Ice Conditions” on the probability of a decreased or greatly decreased
outcome for polar bears from the four ecoregions (see Fig. 1) at four future time periods for each of three GHG
emission scenarios: RCP 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5. Time periods are 2020–2030 (early century), 2045–2055 (mid-century),
2070–2080 (late century), and 2090–2100 (end of century).

shelf in deriving those metrics, and the importance of ice-covered shelf waters to the availability of prey to polar bears.

periods (1985–1995 and 2007–2012) were similar
for the Archipelago, Seasonal, and Convergent,
with each of the three having dominant probabilities of either increased or same as recent
(Fig. 4). There was considerable uncertainty in
the Divergent outcome for the recent time period,
with probabilities closely distributed among same

Normative model results

For the normative model runs, polar bear
outcomes from the historic and recent observation
v www.esajournals.org
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as recent, decreased, and greatly decreased,
though the probability of greatly decreased was
greater than the probabilities of the other states.
For future outcomes, the remaining three ecoregions reached dominant probabilities of greatly
decreased at different time periods (Fig. 4). The
Divergent attained a clearly dominant probability
of greatly decreased at all future decadal time
periods for all three GHG forcing scenarios: RCP
2.6, 4.5, and 8.5. The Convergent transitioned
to a dominant probability of greatly decreased
at the mid-century (2045–2055) period for the
three scenarios, although there was notable uncertainty for outcomes associated with RCP 2.6.
The Seasonal was also characterized by uncertainty in the early century (2020–2030) outcome,
and attained a clearly dominant probability of
greatly decreased at mid-century (2045–2055) for
all three forcing scenarios. Outcomes for the
Archipelago were characterized by the most
uncertainty, with the greatest probabilities occurring for the increased and same as recent
outcome states early on and transitioning to
decreased or, in the case of RCP 8.5, greatly
decreased by the end of the century (2090–2100).
The spread of probabilities among outcome states
decreased over time for all models, and likely
reflected the stronger signal of greater GHG
forcing among the 13 GCM relative to natural
climate variability in the system (Fig. 4).
Probabilities of increased and same as recent
states declined, while probabilities of decreased
and greatly decreased states rose. As a result,
uncertainty among future outcome states was
mostly distributed between those latter two, with
the exception of the Archipelago where uncertainty was also distributed among same as recent.
Overall, uncertainty in polar bear outcomes was
greatest for the Archipelago, and least for the
Divergent.

(sub-lethal),” “Shipping,” “Tourism,” and “Oil,
Gas, & Mining Activity” had minimal influence
on polar bear outcomes. The influence of “Overall
Sea Ice Conditions” and “Marine Prey Base
Quality” on adverse population outcomes increased over time, while the influence of in situ
anthropogenic stressors (e.g., “Hunting Mortality
(legal),” “Human-Bear Lethal Interactions,”
“Pollution (sub-lethal),” “Shipping”) decreased.
Below, we report the results of influence runs
as the probability of decreased or greatly decreased, i.e., Pr(decreased) + Pr(greatly decreased), and probability of greatly decreased
alone, for worst-case and best-case scenarios
relative to normative runs.
Setting “Overall Sea Ice Conditions” or “Marine
Prey Base Quality” to worst-case states (greatly reduced) caused probabilities of decreased or greatly
decreased population outcomes to rise by 5–51%
and 3–32%, respectively, depending on the RCP,
ecoregion, and future time step. The disparity between worst-case and normative probabilities of
these two adverse outcomes was greatest for the
Archipelago, followed by the Convergent, Seasonal, and Divergent, and the disparity between the
worst-case and normative probabilities mostly
decreased over time and with larger RCP forcing.
Minimizing those stressors (setting stressors to
best-case states) lowered probabilities of decreased
or greatly decreased by 17–60% (for “Overall Sea
Ice Conditions;” Fig. 5) and ≈15% (for “Marine
Prey Base Quality;” Appendix S2: Fig. S1) from
normative levels through the end of the century.
The Divergent experienced the greatest decline in
probabilities of decreased or greatly decreased,
followed by the Seasonal, Convergent, and Archipelago, and mostly rose over time and with higher RCP (i.e., greater GHG forcing). The efficacy of
minimizing adverse stress from “Overall Sea Ice
Conditions” or “Marine Prey Base Quality” was
most pronounced on the probability of greatly decreased which, in some cases, resulted in projected
probabilities 75% (“Overall Sea Ice Conditions;”
Divergent) and 20% (“Marine Prey Base Quality;”
Divergent) lower than normative levels.
In situ anthropogenic stressors had less influence on population outcomes than environmental stressors. The lowest levels (i.e., best case)
of “Event-Driven Mortality,” (e.g., “Hunting
Mortality (legal)” and “Human-Bear Lethal Interactions”) caused probabilities of decreased

Influence runs

Influence runs conducted on all combinations
of emission pathways, ecoregions, and time periods suggested that “Overall Sea Ice Conditions”
(Fig. 5) and “Marine Prey Base Quality” consistently had the greatest influence on polar bear
outcomes, followed by “Event-Driven Mortality,”
“Hunting Mortality (legal),” and “Human-Bear
Lethal Interactions” (Appendix S2: Figs. S1–S4).
Other potential stressors, such as “Pollution
v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 6. Probabilities of polar bear population outcome states for the normative model runs and the “strictest
management” influence runs for the four ecoregions, three RCP emission scenarios, and the end-of-the-century
time period. “Strictest management” refers to simultaneously minimizing the influence of the “Shipping,”
Tourism,” “Oil, Gas, & Mining Activity,” “Human-Bear Sub-Lethal Interactions,” “Pollution (sub-lethal),” and
“Event-Driven Mortality” stressor nodes.

v www.esajournals.org
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or greatly decreased to be 1–9% lower than normative values, depending on the ecoregion and
future time step. Similar to the environmental
stressors, the disparity between the best-case
and normative probabilities was greatest for the
Archipelago, followed by the Convergent, Seasonal, and Divergent, was greater with larger
RCP, and mostly declined over time. For example,
minimizing the level of “Event-Driven Mortality”
lowered probabilities of decreased or greatly decreased by ≈3–5% below normative values, while
maximizing the level raised probabilities by 3–8%
(Appendix S2: Fig. S2). Setting the “Hunting Mortality (legal)” node to the maximal value (i.e.,
worst case) resulted in probabilities 2–7% greater, whereas minimizing it resulted in probabilities 2–5% lower (Appendix S2: Fig. S3). Setting
the other individual stressor nodes to maximal
and minimal values had negligible effects on
outcomes. Last, we conducted a “strictest management” influence run by simultaneously minimizing all manageable stressors on population
outcomes (i.e., “Shipping,” “Tourism,” “Oil, Gas,
& Mining Activity,” “Human-Bear Sub-Lethal Interactions,” “Pollution (sub-lethal),” and “Event-
Driven Mortality”), which collectively lowered
probabilities of decreased or greatly decreased by
up to ~9% below normative values by the end-of-
the-century time period, depending on the GHG
forcing scenario (Fig. 6).

Discussion
A salient feature of any approach to assess
threats to populations must be the portrayal of
an appropriate level of ecological complexity.
Bayesian network models have the capacity to
integrate environmental, ecological, and anthropogenic processes, along with an explicit representation of uncertainties, into a unified
analytical framework (Jensen and Nielsen 2007,
Barton et al. 2012). The Amstrup et al. (2008,
2010) polar bear BN model represented the relationships of sea ice habitat and a select group
of threats with polar bear demography to project
the future worldwide status of polar bears. A
central conclusion of that effort was that mitigating GHG emissions, along with managing
anthropogenic activities, could result in the
maintenance of polar bear numbers at reduced
but sustainable levels throughout the 21st century
v www.esajournals.org

(Amstrup et al. 2010). We revised that model,
using updated (CMIP5) sea ice forecasts and
new information about a wide range of stressors
to polar bear populations, and found that intensive management of threats other than GHG
may slow, but are unlikely to stop, the transition
of polar bear populations to progressively worsened outcomes. We concur with the previous
modeling effort that GHG effects on sea ice are
the main threat to polar bear persistence.
Polar bear population outcomes were projected
to worsen with larger GHG forcing and, for RCP
4.5 and 8.5, also worsen over time. It is important
to consider model projections within the context
of uncertainties we attempted to characterize. To
the extent practicable, we represented uncertainty
in the estimation of probabilities associated with
individual nodes (Marcot et al. 2006, Marcot 2007,
Pollino et al. 2007). For example, we reflected
uncertainty (including potential for interactions
between stressors) in some nodes by specifying
uniform probabilities for outcome states in the
conditional probability tables. It is also worth
noting that we did not consider threshold or tipping point effects of rapid reductions in polar
bear populations given progressively incremental increases in the various stressors (see Drake
and Griffen 2010 and Guntenspergen 2014, for
examples in other ecosystems and theoretical
discussions) because there is a lack of empirical
understanding of how and when such responses might manifest. However, the most influential
determinant of population outcomes was overall
sea ice conditions, a node whose states become
more certain over time as the signal of greater
GHG forcing becomes more discernible from natural variation (Swart et al. 2015).

Normative model runs

Population outcomes for all ecoregions were
highly sensitive to sea ice metrics, most notably
“Foraging Sea Ice Area,” which expressed the
proportional change over time in extent of optimal sea ice habitat (as determined in Durner
et al. 2009) in the Divergent and Convergent,
and in total ice extent in the Seasonal and
Archipelago. The Arctic-wide sea ice melt season
(i.e., period between the onset of sea ice melting
in summer and freeze-up in fall) has increased
at a rate of ≈5 d/decade since 1979 (Stroeve
et al. 2014). The lengthening melt season has
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been driven primarily by later autumn freeze-up
dates in the southern Beaufort, Chukchi, Kara,
and Laptev seas (Perovich et al. 2011, Stroeve
et al. 2014), all of which are included within
the Divergent. Change in the availability of sea
ice foraging habitat has been linked to declines
in body condition, recruitment, survival, and
abundance in the southern Beaufort Sea (Regehr
et al. 2010, Rode et al. 2010). Thus, the finding
of worsening population outcomes through time
is consistent with historic observations, though
there is little data available from the Kara and
Laptev sea subpopulations (Obbard et al. 2010).
Recent data from the Chukchi Sea suggest that
polar bears have maintained body condition
and reproduction despite initial levels of sea
ice loss (Rode et al. 2014). While we considered
these results when prescribing the conditional
probability table for the female body condition
node, the long-term model outcomes suggested
that polar bears in the Divergent ecoregion will
be the most sensitive to continued sea ice loss.
Polar bears in portions of the Seasonal have
been accustomed to spending upwards of
four months on shore fasting each summer/autumn, when the sea ice melts completely (Derocher and Stirling 1990). The Hudson Bay portion of the Seasonal has experienced an increase
in the length of the melt season (approximately
3 weeks over three decades as of the mid-2000s;
Gagnon and Gough 2005) with evidence of adverse effects on bears (e.g., Stirling et al. 1999,
Regehr et al. 2007, Rode et al. 2012). However,
Seasonal outcomes were characterized by greater
uncertainty than Divergent outcomes. Uncertainty in Seasonal outcomes might be attributed to
the mediating effects of changing primary and
secondary prey availability in some areas. In the
portion of the Seasonal adjacent to the Atlantic
Ocean, a marked increase in the abundance of
harp seals, concomitant with declines in sea ice
(DFO 2010), has been posited as contributing to
an increase in the size of the Davis Strait subpopulation (Peacock 2009). In the Hudson Bay system, where the regional increase in the length of
the melt season has been greatest (Stroeve et al.
2014), energetic modeling has predicted that 16%
of adult males and females could die of starvation if the onshore fasting period lasts upwards
of five months (Molnar et al. 2011, Robbins et al.
2013, Molnár et al. 2014).
v www.esajournals.org

Polar bear outcomes for the Convergent were
similar to those from the Seasonal in terms of trend,
but uncertainty of outcomes was slightly higher.
This is most likely due to more modest projected
changes in sea ice metrics and the general lack of
data about polar bears from this region. The Convergent is characterized by thick multiyear ice that
accumulates along coastlines (Holland et al. 2006,
Serreze et al. 2007, Stirling et al. 2011) and persists
longer at high latitudes in model projections. The
more persistent ice also provides functional connectivity with terrestrial denning habitat, which
may have further contributed to the less dire trend
in projected population outcomes compared to
the Divergent or Seasonal. While information on
survival and abundance are available for a portion of the northern Beaufort Sea subpopulation
through 2006 (Stirling et al. 2011), the general paucity of data for this ecoregion is reflected in the
level of uncertainty in polar bear outcomes. Like
the Convergent, the Archipelago is characterized
by thick multiyear ice that mostly remains in the
region year-round (Amstrup et al. 2008), and projected changes to sea ice metrics were less severe.
It is possible that, in the near term, thinning of the
multiyear ice may actually improve the quality of
foraging sea ice habitat (Arrigo et al. 2008). However, also like the Convergent, there is relatively
little data available on polar bear vital rates and
stressors from the Archipelago. Nevertheless, our
findings support those of others (Amstrup et al.
2008, Hamilton et al. 2015, Peacock et al. 2015) that
the Archipelago is likely the most reliable long-
term refugium for polar bears.

Stressor evaluation

Our influence analyses focused on stressors,
individually and in combinations, that are of
greatest concern to managers and that span a
spectrum from those that are relatively easy to
manage (e.g., “Human-Bear DL Lethal Inter
actions”) to those for which management requires
significant international interventions (e.g.,
“Overall Sea Ice Conditions”). The most influential individual stressors to polar bear populations were “Overall Sea Ice Conditions” and
“Marine Prey Base Quality.” This reflects the
fundamental dependence of polar bears on the
sea ice ecosystem, and the fact that mitigating
GHG rise is critical to long-term persistence of
polar bears. “Hunting Mortality (legal)” and
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“Human-Bear DL Lethal Interactions” were the
most influential stressors that can be managed
locally, while other stressors, such as “Shipping,”
“Tourism,” and “Oil, Gas & Mining Activity”
appeared to have little influence on population
outcomes, partly because of the paucity of information linking those stressors to adverse effects on polar bears. None of the stressors we
identified, however, can be completely decoupled
from the trend of sea ice decline. Reduction in
summer sea ice, for example, leads to increased
shipping, tourism, and other marine-related
anthropogenic stressors, as well as to greater
potential for DL-related mortality.
“Overall Sea Ice Conditions” exerted the
most influence on polar bear population outcomes with ice-free periods lengthening by
2–7.5 months depending on the emissions scenario and ecoregion considered. The most conspicuous symptom of a longer ice-free period was a
decline in habitat suitability. However, the most
serious consequence of a longer ice-free period
is reduced availability of marine mammal prey.
Like “Overall Sea Ice Conditions,” “Marine Prey
Base Quality” was a highly influential stressor
because without a sea ice substrate, prey will be
largely unavailable to polar bears (Stirling and
Derocher 1993). Changes in the ice-free duration
may or may not be accompanied by near-term
changes in the abundance of marine prey. Polar
bears in some regions of the Arctic (e.g., the Archipelago) may benefit from changes in primary
or secondary prey abundance or availability as
sea ice cover declines and physical characteristics
change (e.g., Lydersen and Kovacs 1999, Bluhm
and Gradinger 2008, Iacozza and Ferguson 2014).
However, there is insufficient information available to explicitly model the linkage between
changing sea ice conditions and polar bear prey
abundance and distribution, particularly over
the long term and at ecoregional scales.
A secondary concern of the lengthening ice-free
period is the resulting increase in the length of
time bears spend on shore. Polar bears appear able
to forage effectively over sea ice until ice concentration values dip below a threshold ranging from
30–50% (Stirling et al. 1999, Sahanatien and Derocher 2012, Cherry et al. 2013). At lower ice concentrations, they are displaced to terrestrial habitat
where the availability of food resources is highly
variable. For example, in western Hudson Bay,
v www.esajournals.org

observation of predation by polar bears on snow
geese (Chen caerulescens) has become more common over time (e.g., Derocher et al. 1993, Rockwell
and Gormezano 2009). To the north, in Foxe Basin,
polar bear predation at seabird-nesting colonies
increased substantially over the last three decades
(Iverson et al. 2014). In the Barents Sea and east
Greenland, increased predation by polar bears on
goose and seabird nests is potentially affecting the
reproductive success of the affected species (Prop
et al. 2015). In the southern Beaufort Sea, use of
terrestrial habitat has increased significantly over
the last 15 yr and polar bears are becoming increasingly reliant on scavenging remains left over
from subsistence whaling activities (Atwood et al.
2015b). Collectively, these studies illustrate the potential for effects of climate change to restructure
the nature of community interactions, and suggest
that polar bears from some populations are able
to exploit alternative sources of food when available, at least to a limited extent. However, some of
these same populations have exhibited trends of
declining body condition as use of terrestrial habitat has increased (e.g., Stirling et al. 1999, Rode
et al. 2010), and it appears that consumption of
terrestrial foods is insufficient to offset lost opportunities to hunt fat-rich seals from the ice (Rode
et al. 2015).
Increased use of terrestrial habitat also prolongs exposure to anthropogenic stressors, such
as human–polar bear interactions, which could
then lead to conflict and an increased likelihood
of mortality from DL kills (Stirling and Derocher
2012). Likewise, time spent on shore could serve
to mediate exposure to industrial pollutants and
infectious agents and parasites that polar bears
would not be exposed to in a marine environment (Amstrup et al. 1989, Stirling and Derocher
2012). Indeed, the hypothesized nexus between
climate-mediated changes in sea ice characteristics and exposure to a greater array of stressors is
a key consideration when attempting to identify
most effective management scenarios. That said,
in situ anthropogenic stressors like “Hunting
Mortality (legal)” and “Human-Bear DL Lethal
Interactions” had considerably less individual
influence on population outcomes. Minimizing
the effect of harvest resulted in a ≤ 6% reduction
in the probability of transitioning to decreased or
greatly decreased states, while minimizing DL
resulted in a ≤ 3% reduction.
16
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Other anthropogenic stressors had less influence
on polar bear outcomes (although they may play
more salient roles locally). For example, minimizing the effect of pollutants (e.g., hydrocarbons and
other persistent organic compounds) resulted in
≤ 2% reduction in the probability of a decreased
or greatly decreased outcome, and minimizing
sub-lethal stressors such as human-polar bear
interaction, resource extraction and exploration
activity, shipping, and tourism had minimal influences (< 1%) on outcomes. In some cases, the
low degree of influence may be due to a lack of
information on population-level effects. Although
there is substantial information characterizing
exposure of polar bears to pollutants (e.g., Sonne
et al. 2012), there is little information linking exposure to population vital rates (Patyk et al. 2015).
Also, sub-lethal stressor effects can be cumulative (Holmstrup et al. 2010) and given that some
of these stressors are relatively new to the Arctic
(e.g., shipping and tourism), they may not have
reached a level of intensity that elicits a measurable response from polar bears, or some of those
stressors may not actually affect polar bears. While
better understanding of these putative stressors
could refine conditional probabilities and point
to modifications in the structure of our model, we
have no evidence their importance could become
major drivers of future polar bear status.

mammal prey, also linked to sea ice availability,
was the second most positive effect. Improved
sea ice habitat, alone, could reduce by ≈50%
the probability of polar bear population status
in a given ecoregion reaching a state of decreased
or greatly decreased. However, managing for
improvements in sea ice habitat and marine
mammal prey requires national and international
actions to promptly reduce GHG emissions. Peak
warmth resulting from emissions occurs approximately 10 yr after the CO2 is added to the
atmosphere (Ricke and Caldeira 2014), and sea
ice stabilization requires 20–30 yr (Amstrup et al.
2010). This lag between mitigation of emissions
and stabilization of sea ice habitat (sensu Allen
and Stocker 2013) means timing of GHG mitigation is critical to the future of polar bears.
While other stressors would be inherently
more tractable to manage than sea ice loss, they
have substantially less influence and none, individually or in combination, can be targeted with
the expectation of achieving long-term improvement in population outcomes. As evidenced by
our wholistic “strictest management” influence
runs, when all stressor values other than those
for sea ice were set to their minimum levels,
the probability of an ecoregion reaching the decreased or greatly decreased state was only reduced by ~10%. Nevertheless, although there is
a fair amount of uncertainty in our population
outcomes, a ~10% reduction in the likelihood of
a population becoming decreased or greatly decreased is not trivial and may prove important in
buying time to achieve a level of GHG mitigation
that will stop further sea ice loss.

Conclusions

Improved condition of sea ice habitat, derived
from GHG mitigation, had the greatest positive effect on polar bear population outcomes.
Improved availability and accessibility of marine

Table 1. Recommendations for future research to address conservation needs and reduce uncertanities identified by our modeling effort.
Threat

Research need

Global warming induced fragmentation
and loss of sea ice habitat

Quantify the effects of habitat fragmentation and loss on polar bear movement
and energetics.
Quantify the effects of habitat fragmentation and loss, and other factors, on the
availability (i.e., abundance and accessibility) of prey species forage and habitat.
Determine the factors that mediate differential vulnerability of populations to the
immediate effects of sea ice loss.
Evaluate the potential for cumulative exposure to local and transported pollutants, contaminants, and zoonotic agents to impact fitness.
Identify the factors that increase the risk of human-polar bear conflict, and
determine the potential for cumulative lethal removals (legal harvest, illegal
harvest, and defense of life kills) to adversely impact populations.
Determine the potential for industrial and recreational activities to influence
suitability of terrestrial habitats.

Human activities

v www.esajournals.org
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Future iterations of our model will benefit from
research on ecological processes and stressors
whose effects on polar bear vital rates are poorly
understood (Table 1). For example, there is a need
to better understand relationships between processes that drive the loss of sea ice habitat―e.g.,
changes in the timing and rates of annual sea ice
melt and freeze-up, increasing distance of pack
ice retreat, and increasingly dynamic ice conditions (Mahoney et al. 2012)―and influence
general marine productivity. The sea ice metric
“ice-free days” (similar to our “Foraging Sea Ice
< 50% Absence” node) is often used to link changes in the availability of sea ice habitat to declines
in body condition and survival (e.g., Regehr et al.
2010, Rode et al. 2010), yet the relationship is likely more nuanced. For instance, Rode et al. (2014)
provided evidence that geographic variation in
biological productivity, and the ability of polar
bears to access that productivity, may moderate
the effects of declining sea ice on some population indices. Similarly, climate-mediated expansion of alternate marine prey has been posited as
a key factor in maintaining population health of
polar bears in Davis Strait (Peacock et al. 2013);
range expansion of alternate prey elsewhere may
serve a similar role, but to an unknown and, at
present, unpredictable extent. Additionally, there
is a need to refine understanding of polar bear
physiology, particularly processes that influence
the allocation of nutrients and that determine the
limits of fasting and the corresponding impact
on reproduction and health. Energetic models
developed for a Seasonal subpopulation of polar
bears indicate that fasts approaching five months
in length could result in a significant risk of starvation (Molnar et al. 2011, Robbins et al. 2013,
Molnár et al. 2014). As polar bears from more
regions of the Arctic spend greater amounts of
time on shore during summer, better information
on nutritional status will be needed to identify
thresholds for reproductive failure and starvation. Last, it is possible that the low influence
of some stressors (e.g., “Shipping,” “Oil, Gas &
Mining Activity,” “Human-Bear DL Lethal Interactions”) reflects our uncertainty about how
and when they might be expressed and their
population-level impact, which may become
clearer after targeted research.
Our assessment indicates that preserving
adequate sea ice availability is key to the long-
v www.esajournals.org
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term persistence of polar bears, and will be most
likely achieved by adhering to a GHG emissions
trajectory consistent with the RCP 2.6 scenario.
However, even adhering to the RCP 4.5 trajectory, for example, results in a smaller probability
of polar bear populations transitioning to worsened outcome states compared to unabated GHG
emissions. Until sea ice loss is stabilized, the
management of key in situ stressors may serve to
slow the transition of populations to progressively more dire outcome states, and thereby improve
the prospects of viable polar bear populations
when sea ice habitats reach a new e quilibrium.
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